


Pennsylvania Guide To The 2020 Health Care Election 
 
Donald Trump and his Republican allies have waged a relentless war on Pennsylvanians’ health care for four 
years sabotaging care and doing everything in their power to dismantle the Affordable Care Act and the 
protections it provides for more than five million Pennsylvanians with pre-existing conditions. The Trump 
administration is arguing before the Supreme Court in the middle of a deadly pandemic that the entire 
Affordable Care Act should be struck down.  
 
Trump and his allies have also completely failed to prepare for and respond to the Covid-19 pandemic. With 
more than 177,000 Americans dead and 57 million people filing for unemployment, Trump and his allies have 
utterly failed to protect America. Trump continues downplaying the danger of the virus, ignoring the 
recommendations from experts urging him to ramp up testing and rushing states and schools to reopen 
regardless of whether it’s safe to do so. 
 
This election your health care is on the ballot. Health care champions like Rep. Susan Wild and Rep. Matt 
Cartwright are standing up for Pennsylvanians’ care while Trump and his Republican allies relentlessly try to 
tear it away in the midst of the deadliest pandemic in 100 years.  

Trump’s Failed COVID Response Has Cost Thousands Of Pennsylvania Lives 
And Millions Of Jobs  
 
Over 7,500 Pennsylvanians Have Died Of COVID-19. As of September 14, Pennsylvania has experienced 
145,063 cases of COVID-19 and 7,869 Pennylvanians have lost their lives.  
 

● The Pandemic Has Disproportionately Impacted People Of Color In Pennsylvania. While Black 
Pennsylvanians account for only 11 percent of the state’s population, they make up 25 percent of 
COVID-19 cases and more than 20 percent of COVID-19 deaths in the state. And while Hispanic or 
Latino people account for only 7 percent of Pennsylvania’s population, they make up one quarter of the 
state’s cases.  

 
President Trump’s Failure To Ramp Up Testing Hit Pennsylvania Especially Hard. In September, the 
state ranked 51 in the nation in testing per 1,000 people, behind every other state and Washington DC. Five 
months into the pandemic, Pennsylvania is struggling to maintain testing capacity due to a shortage of 
necessary materials, resulting in delays in turnaround time for test results. This delay is hindering the state’s 
ability to effectively contact trace. Rep. Conor Lamb said testing: “is a failure of the federal administration to 
really coordinate that and to make sure that people are able to solve these problems.” 
 
Since March 15, 3.3 Million Pennsylvanians Have Sought Unemployment Benefits Thanks To Trump’s 
Mishandling Of The Pandemic. Since March 15, 40 percent of Pennsylvania’s workforce — roughly 3.3 
million people — have sought unemployment benefits, the highest rate in four decades. When President 
Trump and Senate Republicans allowed enhanced unemployment benefits to expire, Governor Tom Wolf sent 
a letter to Pennsylvania’s Congressional delegation reaffirming his support for $600 weekly payments. Wolf 
wrote: “The president’s convoluted and temporary idea will leave families waiting weeks just to get less... As I 
have said before, the extra $600 per week is vital for families to get by and the federal government should 
extend it. The additional unemployment benefit was helping many working families to pay their bills and put 
food on the table.” Thanks to inaction by Republicans in Congress, Pennsylvania was forced to adopt 
President Trump’s slashed extension of supplemental benefits — just half of what was paid out under the 
Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation program, and the convoluted nature of the program is 
making even makes it harder for eligible Pennsylvanians to get the money.  
 

https://www.health.pa.gov/topics/disease/coronavirus/Pages/Coronavirus.aspx
https://covidtracking.com/race/dashboard
https://covidtracking.com/race/dashboard
https://www.kff.org/health-costs/issue-brief/state-data-and-policy-actions-to-address-coronavirus/
https://www.inquirer.com/news/coronavirus-covid-19-pa-philly-testing-cases-contact-tracing-nj-20200806.html
https://whyy.org/articles/tracing-and-testing-delays/
https://www.ydr.com/story/news/2020/08/11/costly-covid-mistakes-what-pa-needs-do-before-next-wave/5491483002/
https://www.poconorecord.com/news/20200810/costly-covid-19-mistakes-economic-crisis-in-wake-of-virus-has-pa-in-state-of-uncertainty
https://www.governor.pa.gov/newsroom/gov-wolf-sends-letter-urging-congress-to-pass-600-weekly-unemployment-aid/
https://www.post-gazette.com/business/money/2020/08/18/unemployment-benefits-FPUC-extra-300-Pennsylvania-Dept-of-Labor-and-Industry-Trump-executive-order/stories/202008180107
https://www.post-gazette.com/business/money/2020/08/18/unemployment-benefits-FPUC-extra-300-Pennsylvania-Dept-of-Labor-and-Industry-Trump-executive-order/stories/202008180107


As Trump And Republicans Rush To Reopen Schools, Thousands Of Pennsylvania Children Have 
Been Diagnosed With COVID-19. President Trump has urged schools across the country to reopen without 
regard for community spread, rising cases, or safety protocols. In doing so, he has falsely claimed that children 
are immune to the virus. Far from immune, children have been shown to contract, spread, and fall gravely ill 
from COVID-19. Pennsylvania is among the states hardest hit by multisystem inflammatory syndrome, 
diagnosed in children who have been battling coronavirus. Of nearly 600 children diagnosed with MIS-C 
nationwide, at least 42 cases are in Pennsylvania. As of September, more than 11,000 children across 
Pennsylvania have thus far been diagnosed with COVID-19. In contrast with President Trump, Governor Tom 
Wolf has encouraged schools to adopt reopening plans based on the rate of virus transmission in a given area, 
basing guidance on whether transmission is “low, moderate, or substantial.”  
 

● Since Reopening, Colleges And Schools Across Pennsylvania Have Reported Coronavirus 
Outbreaks. By the end of August, hundreds of cases of coronavirus had emerged at universities — 
including Penn State, Temple, and Villanova — as students returned to dorms and campus.  As of 
September 6, more than 80 cases of coronavirus across the state had been linked to Pennsylvania 
schools reopening.  

What’s At Stake For Pennsylvanians’ Health This Election  
 
Top Five Ways That Donald Trump Has Sabotaged Pennsylvanians’ Health Care 
 

1. The Trump Administration Is Before The Supreme Court Trying To Overturn The Entire ACA. Trump 
notoriously tried and failed multiple times to repeal the Affordable Care Act. All of the repeal bills that went 
through Congress would have caused millions of Americans to lose their health coverage and raised premiums 
for millions more. Now the Trump administration has thrown its full support behind a lawsuit that would do the 
same. If the Republican lawsuit is successful, 23 million Americans -- including more than 850,000 
Pennsylvanians -- will lose their coverage and more than 135 million people will lose protections for 
pre-existing conditions, including the millions of Americans who contracted the coronavirus. The lawsuit will be 
heard one week after the election. 

 
2. Trump Continues To Stand With Big Pharma As Drug Prices Have Soared. Donald Trump promised that 

he would lower drug costs, but instead he gave drug companies billions in tax breaks. The year after the tax bill 
passed, the largest drug companies made $50 billion in profits and subsequently used their savings to invest 
billions more in stock buybacks for their shareholders. Meanwhile, more than 4,000 drugs saw price increases 
averaging 21 percent in 2019, and drug prices are steadily rising even as the nation fights the coronavirus 
crisis. Trump has rejected common sense reforms, like giving Medicare the power to negotiate for lower prices. 
According to AARP, 22 percent of Pennsylvania residents stopped taking medication as prescribed due to cost 
in 2017.  

 
3. Trump Has Waged A War On Medicaid. Between encouraging states to impose red tape and paperwork 

requirements and championing Medicaid block grants, the Trump administration has worked tirelessly to 
dismantle Medicaid. After Arkansas imposed the nation’s first so-called work requirements program, more than 
18,000 residents lost Medicaid coverage. While these state efforts have been blocked by a federal judge 
several times, the Trump administration keeps fighting to impose work reporting requirements in Medicaid, 
appealing federal court rulings that blocked such requirements because they are illegal. Meanwhile, a recent 
GAO report found that the administrative costs to implement the failed work requirement programs in five 
states topped $400 million. Ahead of the pandemic, the Trump administration finalized its block grant proposal, 
which would dramatically reduce the Medicaid budget. Importantly, under Trump’s block grants, federal funding 
would no longer necessarily increase in response to a public health emergency like coronavirus. This could 

https://patch.com/pennsylvania/newtown-pa/new-cdc-report-explores-covid-19-syndrome-impacting-pa-children
https://patch.com/pennsylvania/newtown-pa/new-cdc-report-explores-covid-19-syndrome-impacting-pa-children
https://downloads.aap.org/AAP/PDF/AAP%20and%20CHA%20-%20Children%20and%20COVID-19%20State%20Data%20Report%209.3.20%20FINAL.pdf
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/08/10/pennsylvania-schools-to-get-more-state-virus-analysis-to-guide-reopening/
https://patch.com/pennsylvania/across-pa/coronavirus-outbreaks-reported-pa-colleges
https://patch.com/pennsylvania/newtown-pa/80-coronavirus-cases-linked-pa-schools-see-where
https://www.protectourcare.org/big-drug-companies-billions-in-profits-for-them-price-hikes-for-you/
https://americansfortaxfairness.org/issue/blockbuster-merger-stock-buybacks-big-pharma-using-trump-gop-tax-cuts/
https://khn.org/news/state-of-the-union-on-drug-pricing-the-presidents-numbers-are-still-off/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/07/07/drug-prices-coronavirus-351729
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/politics/advocacy/2019/09/rx-state-infographic-three-issues-pennsylvania.pdf
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2019/02/18/694504586/in-arkansas-thousands-of-people-have-lost-medicaid-coverage-over-new-work-rule
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2019/02/18/694504586/in-arkansas-thousands-of-people-have-lost-medicaid-coverage-over-new-work-rule
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-healthcare-medicaid-new-hampshire/us-judge-blocks-medicaid-work-requirements-in-new-hampshire-idUSKCN1UO21R
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/trump-administration-appeals-rulings-blocking-medicaid-work-requirements/2019/04/10/689024f6-5bb9-11e9-a00e-050dc7b82693_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.6d54cc0cca4a
https://www.gao.gov/assets/710/701885.pdf
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2020/1/30/21113436/trump-health-care-policy-medicaid-cuts


lead to people losing coverage and access to care, undermining prevention and treatment of diseases 
nationwide. More than three million Pennsylvanians rely on Medicaid for coverage, including roughly 1.4 million 
children.  

 
4. After Repeatedly Proposing Budgets That Would Have Slashed Funding For Medicare And Medicare, 

Trump Is Still Eyeing Steep Cuts. Donald Trump’s proposed federal budget in 2019 would cut funding for 
Medicare by more than $800 billion and repeal the ACA. Additionally, the budget would cut $1.5 trillion from 
Medicaid, which would result in millions of people losing health coverage, cuts to nursing home care, and cuts 
to care for children with severe disabilities. Most recently, Trump’s 2021 budget would reduce Medicare 
spending by $500 billion, in addition to more than $1 trillion in cuts to the ACA and Medicaid. In January, 
Trump made it clear he remained open to slashing benefits for vital programs like Medicare, Medicaid and 
Social Security during an interview with CNBC at the World Economic Forum. 

 
5. Trump Has Repeatedly Undermined Protections For People With Pre-Existing Conditions. In addition to 

supporting a lawsuit that would destroy the ACA in its entirety, the Trump administration has expanded access 
to junk plans that do not need to cover pre-existing conditions. These plans can also deny coverage for 
prescription drugs, preventative care, and other essential health benefits. Junk plans are particularly harmful 
during the coronavirus crisis: One analysis found widespread misleading marketing of short-term plans during 
the pandemic. Reports have already shown that patients covered by these plans have been left with thousands 
of dollars in medical bills for seeking treatment for coronavirus symptoms.  
 
If The Trump Lawsuit To Overturn The ACA Is Successful 858,000 Pennsylvanians Would Lose Their 
Coverage 
 

● 858,000 Pennsylvanians could lose coverage. According to the Urban Institute, 858,000 
Pennsylvanians would lose coverage by repealing the Affordable Care Act, leading to a 133 percent 
increase in the uninsured rate. 

 
●  89,000 Pennsylvania young adults with their parents’ coverage could lose care. Because of the 

Affordable Care Act, millions of young adults are able to stay on their parents’ care until age 26. 
 

If Republicans Get Their Way, Insurance Companies Would Be Put Back In Charge, Ending Protections 
For More Than Five Million Pennsylvanians With A Pre-Existing Condition 
 
Before the Affordable Care Act, insurance companies routinely denied people coverage because of a 
pre-existing condition or canceled coverage when a person got sick. If the Trump-GOP lawsuit is successful, 
insurance companies will be able to do this again. 
 

●  5,253,600 Pennsylvanians have a pre-existing condition, including 634,900 Pennsylvania 
children, 2,574,000 Pennsylvania women, and 1,366,200 Pennsylvanians between ages 55 
and 64.  

 
If Republicans Get Their Way, Insurance Companies Would Have The Power To Charge You More, 
While Their Profits Soar 

 
● 6,127,383 Pennsylvanians Could Once Again Have To Pay For Preventive Care. Because of the 

ACA, health plans must cover preventive services — like flu shots, cancer screenings, contraception, 
and mammograms – at no cost to consumers. This includes nearly 6,127,383 Pennsylvanians, most of 
whom have employer coverage. 

 

https://www.medicaid.gov/medicaid/program-information/medicaid-and-chip-enrollment-data/report-highlights/index.html
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/11/18259789/trumps-2020-budget-proposal-cuts
https://www.cbpp.org/blog/medicare-in-the-2021-trump-budget
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https://aspe.hhs.gov/compilation-state-data-affordable-care-act


● Insurance Companies Could Charge Premium Surcharges in the Six Figures. If the Trump-GOP 
lawsuit is successful, insurance companies would be able to charge people more because of a 
pre-existing condition. The health repeal bill the House passed in 2017 had a similar provision, and an 
analysis by the Center for American Progress found that insurers could charge up to $4,270 more for 
asthma, $17,060 more for pregnancy, $26,180 more for rheumatoid arthritis and $140,510 more for 
metastatic cancer. 

 
● Women Could Be Charged More Than Men for the Same Coverage. Prior to the ACA, women were 

often charged premiums on the nongroup market of up to 50 percent higher than they charged men for 
the same coverage.  

 
● People Over the Age of 50 Could Face a $4,000 “Age Tax,” Including $3,917 in Pennsylvania. 

Because Judge O'Connor sided with Republican lawmakers, insurance companies would be able to 
charge people over 50 more than younger people. The Affordable Care Act limited the amount older 
people could be charged to three times more than younger people. If insurers were to charge five times 
more, as was proposed in the Republican repeal bills, that would add an average “age tax” of $4,124 
for a 60-year-old in the individual market, including $3,917 in Pennsylvania, according to the AARP. 
 

●  307,895 Pennsylvanians in the Marketplaces Would Pay More for Coverage. If the Trump-GOP 
lawsuit is successful, consumers would no longer have access to tax credits that help them pay their 
marketplace premiums, meaning roughly nine million people who receive these tax credits to pay for 
coverage will have to pay more, including 307,895 in Pennsylvania. 
 

● 275,604 Pennsylvania Seniors Could Have to Pay More for Prescription Drugs. If the Trump-GOP 
lawsuit is successful, seniors could have to pay more for prescription drugs because the Medicare 
“donut” hole would be reopened. From 2010 to 2016, “More than 11.8 million Medicare beneficiaries 
have received discounts over $26.8 billion on prescription drugs – an average of $2,272 per 
beneficiary,” according to a January 2017 CMS report. In Pennsylvania, 275,604 seniors each saved an 
average of $1,137. 
 

If Republicans Get Their Way, Medicaid Expansion Would Be Repealed 
 

●  800,900 Pennsylvanians Enrolled Through Medicaid Expansion Could Lose Coverage. 
Seventeen million people have coverage through the expanded Medicaid program, including 800,900 in 
Pennsylvania.  

 
● Access To Treatment Would Be In Jeopardy For 800,000 People With Opioid Use Disorder. 

Roughly four in ten, or 800,000 people with an opioid use disorder are enrolled in Medicaid. Many 
became eligible through Medicaid expansion. 

 
● Key Support For Rural Hospitals Would Disappear, leaving Pennsylvania hospitals with $1.8 billion 

more in uncompensated care.  
 

PA-10: Scott Perry Supports Efforts To Repeal The ACA And Strip Coverage 
From 5.3 Million Pennsylvanians 
 
Perry: “I Supported Repealing Of The ACA.” “The Affordable Care Act (ACA) was supposed to reduce 
healthcare costs and provide greater healthcare options; it failed. Everyone should have access to affordable 
health insurance, which is why I supported repealing of the ACA and replacing it with a healthcare system that 
covers pre-existing conditions, reduces the cost of prescription drugs and allows individuals and their doctors 

https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/healthcare/news/2017/04/20/430858/latest-aca-repeal-plan-explode-premiums-people-pre-existing-conditions/
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https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/ppi/2017/09/graham-cassidy-legislation-threatens-affordable-coverage-for-older-americans.pdf
https://www.kff.org/health-reform/state-indicator/average-monthly-advance-premium-tax-credit-aptc/?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel=%7B%22colId%22:%22Location%22,%22sort%22:%22asc%22%7D
https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/press-releases/nearly-12-million-people-medicare-have-saved-over-26-billion-prescription-drugs-2010
https://www.kff.org/health-reform/state-indicator/medicaid-expansion-enrollment/?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel=%7B%22colId%22:%22Location%22,%22sort%22:%22asc%22%7D


to make healthcare decisions, not insurance companies and the government.” [Patriots for Perry, accessed 
8/24/20]  
 
2013: Perry Voted For A Total Repeal Of The ACA. Perry voted for HR 45, an act "to repeal the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act and health care-related provisions in the Health Care and Education 
Reconciliation Act of 2010." [HR 45, Roll Call Vote #154, 5/16/13]  
 
2015: Perry Voted For A Total Repeal Of The ACA. Perry voted for HR 596, an act "to repeal the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act and health care-related provisions in the Health Care and Education 
Reconciliation Act of 2010." The bill also ordered House committees to develop a replacement that would 
"provide people with pre-existing conditions access to affordable health coverage," but provided no specifics. 
[HR 596, Roll Call Vote #58, 2/3/15]  
 
2017: Perry Voted For AHCA. Perry voted for passage of the American Health Care Act. [HR 1628, Roll Call 
Vote #256, 5/4/17]  
 
What Did AHCA Mean for Pennsylvania?  
 

● In 2026, 777,000 Pennsylvanians would lose coverage under this bill.  
● The nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office found that the American Health Care Act would have 

raised premiums 20 percent in 2018. 
● The negative economic impact of the American Health Care Act would cause 51,586 Pennsylvanians to 

lose their jobs by 2022. 
 
2017: Scott Perry Voted To Cut Medicare By $473 Billion. Scott Perry voted for the FY 2018 budget 
resolution, which included $473 billion in cuts to Medicare over 10 years. [H Con Res 71, Vote #557, 10/5/17; 
Vox, 10/26/17]  
 
2017: Scott Perry Voted To Slash $1.3 Trillion From Medicaid. Scott Perry voted for the FY 2018 budget 
resolution, which cut funding for non-Medicare health programs, most notably Medicaid, by 1.3 trillion, a 20 
percent cut over the course of 10 years, increasing to a 29.3 percent cut by 2027. [H Con Res 71, Vote #557, 
10/5/17; Vox, 10/26/17]  

PA-07: Susan Wild Is A Health Care Champion  
 
Rep. Wild Is Leading The Charge On Calling For An Emergency Health Insurance Enrollment Period 
During The Pandemic. Susan Wild and Sen. Bob Casey introduced legislation in March that would require a 
special health insurance enrollment period any time there is a public health emergency declaration like the 
coronavirus outbreak. “Every single American should have the right to quality and affordable health care, 
especially when one individual’s health can have such serious consequences for broader public health,” Wild 
said in a news release announcing the bill. 
 
Rep. Wild voted for legislation to provide lower health care costs and better care for American families. 
Rep. Wild voted for the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Enhancement Act (H.R. 1425). The bill placed 
an upper limit on how much insurance can cost a family, expanding the number of middle class families who 
can get financial support, and other cost reduction programs.. The bill also improves health care by 
incentivizing holdout states to expand Medicaid and expanding Medicaid eligibility for mothers 12 months 
postpartum as well as increasing funding for outreach for open enrollment. The bill will lead to coverage for 4 
million additional people and lower health care costs for another 13 million, benefiting at least 17 million 
Americans.  
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Rep. Wild voted for historic legislation to lower prescription drug prices. Rep. Wild voted for the Elijah E. 
Cummings Lower Drug Costs Now Act (H.R. 3), historic legislation to drastically reduce Americans’ 
prescription drug prices by up to 55% and save taxpayers nearly $500 billion over the next 10 years. H.R. 3 
included the most comprehensive drug pricing reform in American history and the largest expansion to 
Medicare’s vision, dental and hearing benefits in decades. 
 
Rep. Wild twice voted to block the Trump Department of Justice from undermining the ACA Rep.Wild 
voted for Lauren Underwood’s 2019 and 2020 legislation to prevent the Department of Justice (DOJ) from 
spending federal funds on litigation that undermines the Affordable Care Act, including Texas v. United States.  

 
Rep. Wild voted to allow the House to intervene against the Texas lawsuit. Rep. Wild voted for a House 
rules resolution that allowed Congress to intervene against the Texas v. U.S. lawsuit. The resolution affirms the 
House Counsel’s authorization to intervene as a party in the lawsuit, asserting the House of Representative’s 
authority to defend laws it has passed and enacted into law. 

 
Rep. Wild voted to condemn Trump’s reckless attacks on Americans’ health care. Rep. Wild voted for 
Collin Allred’s resolution condemning the Trump administration’s ongoing assault on the American health care 
system, including the Texas lawsuit.  
 
Republican Lisa Scheller Doesn’t List Health Care Or The Coronavirus Pandemic Among Her Priorities. 
The “Issues” section of Lisa Scheller’s campaign website doesn’t contain any information about health care or 
the ongoing pandemic. [Scheller for Congress, accessed 8/24/20]  
 

PA-08: Matt Cartwright Is A Health Care Champion  
 
Matt Cartwright is committed to protecting and expanding access to quality, affordable health care for 
all northeastern Pennsylvanians. Matt Cartwright has worked in Congress to protect and expand Medicare, 
Medicaid, and protections for people with pre-existing conditions. Cartwright is fighting back against the Trump 
administration and the team of Republican attorneys general trying to overturn the ACA by working to lower 
health care costs and strengthen pre-existing condition protections. Cartwright is also fighting to lower drug 
prices and calling for increased covid-19 testing and protections for frontline workers.  
 
Rep. Cartwright voted for legislation to provide lower health care costs and better care for American 
families. Rep. Cartwright voted for the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Enhancement Act (H.R. 1425). 
The bill placed an upper limit on how much insurance can cost a family, expanding the number of middle class 
families who can get financial support, and other cost reduction programs.. The bill also improves health care 
by incentivizing holdout states to expand Medicaid and expanding Medicaid eligibility for mothers 12 months 
postpartum as well as increasing funding for outreach for open enrollment. The bill will lead to coverage for 4 
million additional people and lower health care costs for another 13 million, benefiting at least 17 million 
Americans.  
 
Rep. Cartwright voted for historic legislation to lower prescription drug prices. Rep. Cartwright voted for 
the Elijah E. Cummings Lower Drug Costs Now Act (H.R. 3), historic legislation to drastically reduce 
Americans’ prescription drug prices by up to 55% and save taxpayers nearly $500 billion over the next 10 
years. H.R. 3 included the most comprehensive drug pricing reform in American history and the largest 
expansion to Medicare’s vision, dental and hearing benefits in decades. 
 
Rep. Cartwright twice voted to block the Trump Department of Justice from undermining the ACA Rep. 
Cartwright voted for Lauren Underwood’s 2019 and 2020 legislation to prevent the Department of Justice 
(DOJ) from spending federal funds on litigation that undermines the Affordable Care Act, including Texas v. 
United States.  
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Rep. Cartwright voted to allow the House to intervene against the Texas lawsuit. Rep. Cartwright voted 
for a House rules resolution that allowed Congress to intervene against the Texas v. U.S. lawsuit. The 
resolution affirms the House Counsel’s authorization to intervene as a party in the lawsuit, asserting the House 
of Representative’s authority to defend laws it has passed and enacted into law. 

 
Rep. Cartwright voted to condemn Trump’s reckless attacks on Americans’ health care. Rep. Cartwright 
voted for Collin Allred’s resolution condemning the Trump administration’s ongoing assault on the American 
health care system, including the Texas lawsuit.  
 
Republican Jim Bognet Calls The ACA A “Disaster” According to Jim Bognet’s campaign website, “Every 
American deserves quality health care they can afford. Democrats in Congress want to double down on the 
disaster that was Obamacare and usher in a new era of higher prices, less access and greater control by 
government bureaucrats. Socialized medicine is not the answer to our health care challenges.” Bognet spent 
years working to elect Republicans who promised to repeal the ACA and has stood by silently while the Trump 
administration tries to overturn the law in court.  
 

PA-17: Conor Lamb Is A Health Care Champion  
 
Rep. Lamb Is Fighting For Lower Health Care Costs. Conor Lamb is fighting to preserve the Affordable 
Care Act and to lower prescription drug costs for Pennsylvanians.  
 
Rep. Lamb voted for legislation to provide lower health care costs and better care for American 
families. Rep. Lamb voted for the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Enhancement Act (H.R. 1425). The 
bill placed an upper limit on how much insurance can cost a family, expanding the number of middle class 
families who can get financial support, and other cost reduction programs.. The bill also improves health care 
by incentivizing holdout states to expand Medicaid and expanding Medicaid eligibility for mothers 12 months 
postpartum as well as increasing funding for outreach for open enrollment. The bill will lead to coverage for 4 
million additional people and lower health care costs for another 13 million, benefiting at least 17 million 
Americans.  
 
Rep. Lamb voted for historic legislation to lower prescription drug prices. Rep. Lamb voted for the Elijah 
E. Cummings Lower Drug Costs Now Act (H.R. 3), historic legislation to drastically reduce Americans’ 
prescription drug prices by up to 55% and save taxpayers nearly $500 billion over the next 10 years. H.R. 3 
included the most comprehensive drug pricing reform in American history and the largest expansion to 
Medicare’s benefits in decades. 
 
Rep. Lamb twice voted to block the Trump Department of Justice from undermining the ACA Rep.Lamb 
voted for Lauren Underwood’s 2019 and 2020 legislation to prevent the Department of Justice (DOJ) from 
spending federal funds on litigation that undermines the Affordable Care Act, including Texas v. United States.  

 
Rep. Lamb voted to allow the House to intervene against the Texas lawsuit. Rep. Lamb voted for a House 
rules resolution that allowed Congress to intervene against the Texas v. U.S. lawsuit. The resolution affirms the 
House Counsel’s authorization to intervene as a party in the lawsuit, asserting the House of Representative’s 
authority to defend laws it has passed and enacted into law. 

 
Rep. Lamb voted to condemn Trump’s reckless attacks on Americans’ health care. Rep. Lamb voted for 
Collin Allred’s resolution condemning the Trump administration’s ongoing assault on the American health care 
system, including the Texas lawsuit.  
 

http://clerk.house.gov/evs/2019/roll019.xml
https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/116/hres271
https://www.bognetforcongress.com/issues/
https://www.post-gazette.com/news/politics-local/2019/10/20/Conor-Lamb-democrat-candidates-election-2020-westmoreland-greensburg/stories/201910200204
https://www.post-gazette.com/news/politics-local/2019/10/20/Conor-Lamb-democrat-candidates-election-2020-westmoreland-greensburg/stories/201910200204
https://clerk.house.gov/Votes/2020124
https://clerk.house.gov/Votes/2019682
http://clerk.house.gov/evs/2019/roll374.xml
http://clerk.house.gov/Votes/2020175
http://clerk.house.gov/evs/2019/roll019.xml
http://clerk.house.gov/evs/2019/roll019.xml
https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/116/hres271


Republican Sean Parnell Called the ACA a “disaster” and said that “literally ANYTHING” would be 
better. Republican Sean Parnell has called the Affordable Care Act an “absolute, unabashed, catastrophically 
expensive train wreck” and a “disaster.” While supporting disastrous Republican repeal legislation, Parnell said 
that, “Literally ANYTHING is an improvement on Obamacare.”  
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/SeanParnellUSA/status/440580561229213696
https://twitter.com/SeanParnellUSA/status/440580561229213696
https://twitter.com/SeanParnellUSA/status/1213935109012889600
https://twitter.com/SeanParnellUSA/status/860547631331790849?s=20
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